Archaeological axe adze (Jaszladany) Sample 30

Sample 30 unetched

Micrograph 130: Sample 30(1), photo taken near top shaft-hole surface

Micrograph 131: Sample 30(2), photo taken near top outer surface
Micrograph 132: Sample 30(3), photo taken near top shaft-hole surface

Micrograph 133: Sample 30(4), photo taken near centre shaft-hole surface
Micrograph 134: Sample 30(5), photo taken near centre shaft-hole surface

Micrograph 135: Sample 30(6), photo taken near top outer surface
Micrograph 136: Sample 30(7), photo taken near top outer surface

Micrograph 137: Sample 30(8), photo taken in interior near top of sample
Micrograph 138: Sample 30(9), photo taken in interior near centre of sample

Micrograph 139: Sample 30(10), photo taken near centre shaft-hole surface
Micrograph 140: Sample 30(11), photo taken in interior near centre of sample

Micrograph 141: Sample 30(12), photo taken on outer surface near centre of sample
Micrograph 142: Sample 30(13), photo taken at bottom of shaft-hole surface

Micrograph 143: Sample 30(14), photo taken on outer surface at bottom of sample
Micrograph 144: Sample 30(15), photo taken on outer surface near bottom of sample

Micrograph 145: Sample 30(16), photo taken on outer surface near bottom of sample
Micrograph 146: Sample 30(17), photo taken on shaft-hole surface near bottom of sample

Micrograph 147: Sample 30(18), photo taken in interior near bottom of sample
Micrograph 148: Sample 30(1), photo taken at shaft-hole surface at top of sample

Micrograph 149: Sample 30(2), photo taken on outer surface at top of sample
Micrograph 150: Sample 30(3), photo taken at shaft-hole surface near top of sample

Micrograph 151: Sample 30(4), photo taken at shaft-hole surface near top of sample
Micrograph 152: Sample 30(5), photo taken at shaft-hole surface near centre of sample

Micrograph 153: Sample 30(6), photo taken on outer surface near top of sample
Micrograph 154: Sample 30(7), photo taken on outer surface near top of sample

Micrograph 155: Sample 30(9), photo taken in interior near top of sample
Micrograph 156: Sample 30(10), photo taken at shaft-hole surface near centre of sample

Micrograph 157: Sample 30(11), photo taken in interior near centre of sample
Micrograph 158: Sample 30(12), photo taken on outer surface near centre of sample

Micrograph 159: Sample 30(13), photo taken on shaft-hole surface at bottom of sample
Micrograph 160: Sample 30(14), photo taken on outer surface at bottom of sample

Micrograph 161: Sample 30(15), photo taken on outer surface near bottom of sample
Micrograph 162: Sample 30(16), photo taken on outer surface near centre of sample

Micrograph 163: Sample 30(17), photo taken on shaft-hole surface near bottom of sample
Micrograph 164: Sample 30(18), photo taken in interior near bottom of sample

Micrograph 165: Sample 30(19), photo taken in interior near centre of sample